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Sanctuary Church Freedom of Resentment and 

Accusations 

 

We cannot go with resentment against the 

resentment. Resentment, accusations and fear trap 

our minds under evil spiritual influence. We have 

to liberate the original mind of the resentful people 

with the power of our love. 

 

Surely there are deep unresolved feelings in Hyung 

Jin's heart, to make him go against all True Father's 

words, violate all principles and use malicious spread of rumors with an evil intend to ruin True Mother 

and UC, with no remorse. It deeply pain us, to see Hyung Jin constantly spewing nasty things about 

Mother, making Sanctuary Church poisoned with negative energy, thoughts or emotions. To resolve that 

we have to understand the deep underlying reasons. 

 

Satan is the Master of Accusations 

 

In Satan's world, however, there is no escape -- you're always accused. Your heart is always in pain and 

agony. Resentment directly connects your heart to the resonance of Hell. Both sides feel pain, the accused 

ones and the accusers. It's inescapable satanic cycle. Why Sanctuary Church feels excused to create it? 

Are they blind? They don't have hearts! Trapped Emotions made them like that. Instead we should always 

be in the resonance of love. Accusations want to press others down in Hell, but the resonance of love 

always searches to liberate the hearts of others. 

 

We should learn to recognize how satanic forces work, not to be misled. They are accusing, accusing and 

accusing.. until everyone thinks they have solution and will bring something better (CAUSA). Hyung Jin 

gives all sermons full with accusations. What is that? He should wake up! How that makes God feel. 

Hitler did that. Marxism did that. Result was millions of lives destroyed and devastated. But while 

accusing, no one notices that Hyung Jin actually is the one changing all the core principles. 

 

Unresolved Pain in the Heart leads to Resentment 

 

How did Satan drag God's children to Hell? He uses fear and resentment. Unresolved pain in the heart, 

will inevitably lead to resentment and change ones perspective even to the point of neglecting all core 

Principles and sane logic. But Sanctuary Church have no remorse for doing that? Why? 

 

At first it is hidden gossiping -- sharing displeased emotions, like Ham (Divine Principle p. 258). But 

once he finds enough support he feels the power to multiply evil openly and viciously, with no remorse, 

calling his own mother, "beach of beaches" and "theological lesbian". How much more bizarre things can 

go! All this seems strange and confusing if we don't understand the spiritual reasons behind. 

 

Spiritual Reasons Behind the Resentment 

 

I have the ability to see ones lineage and what kind of spiritual influences are upon him. When I look 

spiritually, I could see 100 million historic resentful people doing returning resurrection through 

Sanctuary Church. 

 

God showed me 70 000 evil angelic leaders -- masters of lying, tricking and misleading -- working 

directly on Hyung Jin. Yet I could see that his lineage is clean, there is no personal base for that invasion. 

It's all for the purpose of some Cosmic level indemnity. Read Father's prayer blessing Hyung Jin 

 

Just few evil angels are sometimes enough to control and manipulate a person. But why so many are 

mobilized to trapped one pure child of God. These leading demonic angels control all the evil influences 

in the world. Yet now they are trapped in one person; doing everything to change his perception of 

reality; make his mind so blurred, even core principles are overpowered by the fixation on these trapped 

emotions. 

 

Fallen Feelings have to Reappear to be Resolved 

 

Why God and True Father allowed that to happen? Historic fallen natures and resentments can only be 

resolved if they reappear for a period of time and are reversed and resolved. In this case there are different 



 

 

levels of Indemnity to be completed at the same time; Individual, Family, World and Cosmic Indemnity. 

 

1. On individual level: To qualify and enter the realm of perfection, everyone has to go through a 

period of complete rejection, yet 'gladly endure' -- meaning overcome these heavy historic 

feelings without resentment. This is the very reason Father pushed away his own children once 

they have reached to the top of the growth stage. For the same reason many of our best leaders, 

lecturers and missionaries also experienced a period of complete rejection. Those who overcame 

could enter the benefits of the age -- to grow to Divine Spirit. Those who failed, developing 

resentments, were trapped under Satan's dominion, or stayed struggling, confused and 

nonfunctional. They are easy pray for Sanctuary Church -- having the same common base of 

unresolved feelings. 

 

2. On Church level: To divide good and evil within the Church, God caries the providence of 

separation. All those who failed into resentment, humanism or other deviations of the Principle 

have to separate on the Cain (Physical Mind) side. The rest of the Church has to realize what's 

wrong with that and center on the Principle, cleansing itself from all humanism, criticism, 

gossiping etc. Therefore if the Church does not stand centered on the Spirit Mind people, in pure 

connection to God and the Principle, it will also fail into faithlessness; Goodness will be not 

established. In no way God can work if the Church is a mixture of good and evil, as it is right 

now. God is not clear. Confused members gossip and accuse. Principle education is not priority. 

Members don't even know the Principle. Thus, entering in the Age after the coming of Cheon Il 

Guk, we have to go through the indemnity period of the Divided Kingdom, to resolve that. 

 

3. On Cosmic level: God wants the True Family to quickly make indemnity for all these evil 

forces to be liberated so that humanity can be free to enter Cheon Il Guk. Hyung Jin has no evil 

lineage allowing them to invade him. Definitely God and True Father had allowed that for the 

purpose of indemnity. 

 

Indemnity for all Historic Resentments 

 

How historic indemnity is made? There has to be someone who takes all those feelings of historic 

resentment (Cain figure). They will come on him and he will feel them as his own. And there has to be 

Able figure on God's side, accused with all these resentments and accusations, yet gladly endure without 

responding (creating common base on the level of resentment). This way all these resentful spirits, 

dragged by Satan to Hell by resentment, will be liberated. 

 

The period of indemnity will last until all trapped emotions of resentment are reversed and liberated 

through Abel's victorious heart. Thus finally, the Cain figure -- object of those feelings, will be able to 

open his heart and overcome. When that happens humanity will be free of all this evil spiritual influence. 

Satan will be left with no objects to work through. And as we see this is also a process of resurrection for 

the Evil Angels too. 

 

Hyung Jin Takes on Himself Historic Resentments 

 

How Hyung Jin helps God's providence. All historic resentments come on him with full power. He has to 

liberate all historical failures -- unresolved feelings in heart. That's why True Father prayed over Hyung 

Jin's Inauguration, that his family has to "gain victory over resentment". The resentment, 

 

1. of all saints dragged by Satan to resentment when pushed away. 

 

2. of all gossiping, negative, spirits and angels 

 

3. of the failure of UC members 

 

4. Separate good and evil in our own church (humanistic and negative) 

 

Indemnity is successful by reversing the 4 fallen natures, overcoming the historic resentment and 

obediently follow God's representative -- True Mother. That's why Father blessed him, "to relieve.. the 

bitter pain of the cosmos.. have to overcome the bitter pain.. of resentment from three eras -- the Old, 

New and Completed Testament Ages." 

 

True Mother Takes all the Indemnity 

 

True Mother is the only woman in human history that showed absolute obedience and overcame all the 

historic resentments against husbands. Now she is taking the most difficult indemnity, to be accused by 

her own children. Yet, spiritually, this is the love and grace of God and True Parents, who want to quickly 

liberate all of humanity and the whole spirit world, including Hell. Everything has to be restored to God's 

all embracing love. 



 

 

 

1. Indemnity for Liberating All Humanity 

 

2. Indemnity for all Mothers that Triangulated against Fathers 

 

So many people in history have become trapped in Hell because of Gossiping (sharing displeased feelings 

-- thus multiplying evil). Yet, this problem is mostly due to mothers. Instead of teaching their children to 

love and respect father, they have heartistically shared displeased feelings against husband with their 

children. The hearts of their children thus became twisted and satanic. Intimacy for them was to find 

common base to gossip. They knew no other love, than sharing such negative emotions. 

 

Mothers made their hearts satanic. Now True Mother, the only woman that didn't do that, is taking the 

Indemnity and the accusations for all these mothers in history. Her son has to accuse her and resent her, 

on behalf of all these children trapped in Hell. 

 

Divine Principle best describes this process in the story of Ham. Father clearly explains that this was 

because of Noah's wife, constantly accusing him and transmitting that to her children. 

 

Multiplication of Displeased Feelings 

 

1. Ham's Sin: Gossiping 

 

What Ham did was multiplication of his displeased feelings. This was Gossiping, against the God's 

representative -- direct expression of the 4 fallen natures. Divine Principle gives the key points of this evil 

process. 

 

1. Seeing from self-centered perspective 

 

2. Displeased feelings 

 

3. Stirring up the same emotion in others 

 

4. They are now agitated by Ham in the same emotion to resent the person in God's position 

 

What Hyung Jin is doing is exactly that. He multiplies his displeased feelings against True Mother on 

world scale. Now gathering representatives in all countries -- on the common base of resentment 

(unresolved pain). And through threats triggers the fallen nature and provokes doubts, insecurity and fear 

-- all low resonance, allowing Satan to invade. 

 

2. Recreating ones Hell in Listener's Minds 

 

How Lucifer deceived Eve in the Garden? He twisted the logic.. He recreated his problem in Eve. Hyung 

Jin also changes all Divine Principle logic.. he reverses Divine Principle same like Lucifer. Hyung Jin's 

speeches are short inspiration and then accusations and accusations. In YouTube videos they read 2 min 

Hoon Dok Hae and then have 1 hour accusations. That's really satanic. Nothing to do with Goodness, 

Truth, Beauty and Love. Can we accuse that? No! It's painful. It hurts God. It makes us sad. 

 

The logic is also Satanic; tells you something, you say yes, than makes emotional conclusion, not 

connected with the logic. But in the brain this immediately creates neurological connection with this 

conclusion. The memory stays in the mind associated with the emotions he stirred up. 

 

Thus resentful people recreate the hell in their own heads into the minds of all those who are listening to 

them. Soon listeners cannot free themselves from the same emotions of resentment and hate. Now they 

don't know what to do with these emotions, but multiply around. It goes bizarre, to the point of calling 

True Mother in video lectures, "the beach of beaches", "the hoer of hoers", "theological lesbian" etc. 

 

All signs of heavy trapped emotions. In this state a person is abject of enormous evil spiritual forces, 

using him to generate more and more hatred and evil energy, which is projected against the person doing 

God's Will. Now you understand why all God representatives were so resented and killed in history. 

 

3. Cycling a problem in your head -- Internal Hell 

 

How Trapped Emotions work? Once we start cycling in the brain some unresolved problem, there are 

neurological connections created. By cycling same problem in the mind over and over again, they become 

stronger than any other connections and override all other logic. Finally all reasoning becomes subjugated 

by these stronger neurological connections. As a result the Spirit Mind (Heart) of the person becomes 

imprisoned by the Physical Mind (Brain). 

 



 

 

Now the heart is misdirected in an evil direction; resentments and evil deeds can be excused. Satanic 

spirits are masters in trapping people through this mechanism. This was Satan's greatest power. Ones 

trapped this way people will work under evil spirits influence. Once they go in spirit world they 

themselves become such evil spirits that will come and manipulate others. 

 

How such a person becomes an instrument of evil? To run away from his consciousness he has to 

constantly cycle excusing logic for his resentment. But that will not solve it. So he will search for external 

support and start massive multiplication through gossiping. That will bring temporal relief and false 

feelings of joy, but will not solve the problem. Many righteous and conscientious people were trapped in 

Hell in this way. 

 

Our Spirit Mind is Never Negative 

 

Do you feel negative about too many things in the Church. Well, that's your physical mind. Our spirit 

mind never goes negative. That's the nature of the physical mind, which cannot feel the heart of others 

and judges externally. It feels no pain in hurting them with accusations. These are the traits of a person 

abiding only by the physical mind. 

 

That's what Sanctuary Church does. They don't understand basics of Divine Principle -- negative talk 

generates negative energy. I see Hyung Jin's sermons are full with resentment... Obviously is real in his 

heart. I can feel compassion... But he should be mature, to understand, that will only send him to hell.. 

dragging there all the Sanctuary Church with himself. 

 

The spiritual mind always loves. It cannot even think of blaming. It takes all blame upon itself, for the 

sake of liberating God and humanity. That's when God's power is released; That's the essence of Father's 

teaching and life. As Mother says, "No matter how unjust the persecution we receive, we do not blame 

anyone, rather we love them." That's why we are called Unificationists. 

 

Our Responsibility to love and liberate 

 

True Family is paying historic indemnity and takes the burden of all unresolved evil of the world with the 

sole purpose of quickly liberating the whole of humanity. We were supposed to liberate that, but we 

failed. We have no right to accuse. We can pray and take responsibility, but cannot interfere with Hyung 

Jin's responsibility. Yet our prayers and love can help to liberate him. 

 

"My husband and I have forgiven the unforgivable and, for the sake of humanity, loved enemies 

unlovable ... No matter how unjust the persecution we receive, we do not blame anyone, rather we love 

them. When we overcame ordeals in this manner, blessings that we could not even imagine took place." 

True Mother 

 

Supporting Hyung Jin we keep him under Satan. Accusing him we become Satan. He is True Parents' son, 

he is not a problem. All trapped in him spirits can learn that they can be forgiven and loved, same like a 

True Child will be forgiven. This way their hearts will be liberated to come back to God. This is God's 

sole purpose -- liberating all of his children, even from the bottom of Hell. 

 

 


